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Splinter cell blacklist gone dark

Birthday party: 2Dili, DDD has hit the embassy again. We cleared them, but it seems they fled with something - a file from the office of the ambassador marked ACHEEN BIN HIR, I asked the ambassador, but he was still in the hospital, and at the time it was broken, a birthday party: 3Aceh Place, Indonesia Bin Hir's strongman, a local
terrorist in Aceh, had separated from GAM a few years ago. He had a camp southeast of Kuta Alam, and we left people as recruits to track down their como. He said he took the whole thing, sounds like... partying? Birthday: 4Manila Location, Philippines Birthday Party is the standard code for attacks. Our friend from Darah Dan Doa was
recently shot by police in Manila after a bar fight, but he did not speak and the locals would not take our warnings seriously. We've arrested him and interrogated him, or waited and seen how Binhurst's men showed themselves. What play? Correction: Grab - $25,000 cost website link site Udon Thani, Thaland reports 18. It seems the
engineer worked - half of the record base now says he never had it in the first place. The guard remembers him though, and his cell has tons of graffiti on it. At the time they thought he was crazy. The black site: At 2Mt. Kumgang, North Korea, we have confirmed our goal through the DPRK, one of his identities was activated and we got a
good match on the face from hacking cam surveillance at a small airport. He boarded a plane that took off a NE 47-degree gun and it looked like it was fuel for a long journey. Black site: Location 3 Raibashi Base, Kamchatka Rybachiy's, where The Russians tested new gear on their sub-fleet. Last night, our engineers hit Ivan's ship and
stole the experimental targeting system. A local man arrested a crew member last night. He gave his name as Ostyn and would not say anything else. Black site: 4Moscow Russian location Austin is a Moscow street slang, we can't find a target in the city, but we find the FSB's operations officers after him. The 26 reports of some
experimental upgrades to SMI crashed out on us turned out to be the reason for not designing it as components made with deliberately contaminated colton, and if our supply chain was hit, other key people would be hit too. We shouldn't use Colton, however, this comes from an unlicensed site in Mozambique. We have confirmed
contamination at 4 other sites, all of which are listed in the records of mining companies as in the fruit supply chain. So what it means is beyond me, Coltan Blood: 3Port Banana location, drc export chain runs across the country to a place called banana port controlled for a port that has been suborned, probably by engineers. Charlie said
his email was filled with pictures of the boy holding the newspaper that day, so it was a hostage situation. It looks like the paper isn't in English though - it's all a variant of Coltan Creole.Blood: 4th St Denis Place, Reunion SMI, there's enough to chew with the background image in those pictures where we can pinpoint where they were
taken. We set up a UAV to observe and make sure enough that we have kidnapped and kidnapped. A good boy, but the kidnapper didn't speak. Their mobile phone is, though - the disappearance of the price check of one item in NGM Blood Coltan: 5Stockholm location, Sweden, it seems engineers have tried to force the Swedish tech
company's stock bump to scoop up and use their technology. - Affiliates, investors to get some of the money friendly lol. Edit: Bug - $22,500 costBlown video LINKLagos, Nigeria reports 24 we got sos from one of our people on the ground on Lagos. He said he had an ID, and he had to run to the triangle town where he had cover. He
posed as a Sudanese telecommunications broker. So his cover-up blew us unaware of the veil: at 2Khartoum, Sudan we arranged an appointment with our man in Cartown, but we weren't the only ones. He was followed from Lagos, and when we tried to make a pickup truck they opened fire. Charlie ran serial numbers on their guns and
found them as African Union pieces that disappeared in March 2008.Blown cover: 3Anjouan locations, those weapons were lost in support op in Comoros and sold to a group of goods based on the island. Citing the crossing of the deceased in Cartown with their known friend, the SMI flag was a few names, most of them just out of the
country in what they told their wife was a Pula tour, but they took the gun away. Veil: At the location of 4Gaborone, Botsawana Comorians met in Botswana and tried to instigate the coup. They're buying manpower, they're putting up a bank system and along the lines we've intercepted. Blow cover: Place 5Shah Alam, Malaysia Barking
Deer is a pet in malaysian coin bars. Engineers are making a golden point through foreign financiers. Juroux and the Mercury. If we cut that relationship, Fighting in Botswana dried up and civilians stopped getting shot. If we leave the pipes in place and tap their comms, we can get a call in another gold ops, maybe backrolling the right:
stop - $15,000 costBorder video LINKMoscow, Russia reported 27 Moscow stations said our people were caught in the middle when there was a flare-up over the conflicting territory between Kyrgyz and Tajiks. She apparently followed a lead in a terrorist training camp and got the wrong case. Border dispute: Location 2Isfara Valley
Tajikistan our agent is definitely down on something. There's a training site in Isfar, burned out and possibly polished by engineers. There were no signs of our surgery, but we were able to use SMI to extract a few hard drives, they did not melt completely. The rally point of reading is Tseilnograd, so we're dealing with an old Soviet border
dispute: 3Astana location, Kazakhstan, they're in Kazakhstan and they have our surgery on them. Tango, even though she was cia, so Langeli had an offer in exchange for stingers. We're picking up and we're rigging at Stingers, but the handoff's still going on at bin Qasim.Border dispute: At 4Karachi Pakistan, we got our agent back, and
she claims she heard about an attack on incoming American air traffic, it could be chicken food - but if it's true, that could be a u.S.-Pakistan relationship, so we can destroy ourselves, Stingers now and maybe take civilians out, or we can time it attack and make sure we nailed the target only. Correct: Precision Act - $20,000 cost of
LinkMinneapolis Sewer Video, MN 20 report we've got a couple city lights that are a little too interesting for my liking. Owner Leo Dundas was one of the SMI architects and he housed when the house went up. That could be that, except for the man logging into Dundas' account from a network called Tenochtitlan - two days after he
supposedly died. Brain Drain - 2 Mexico City, It Looks Like Dundas Were Kidnapped, Not Killed My guess is that the engineer wanted to interrogate him to learn about SMI architecture we put the team on the ground to erode the space around that log, and we found a key USB. There are no pictures in Dundas, but the sound is a different
story. He left a trail for us to follow, but what we can reliably confirm is that he told Que la tumba seras de los libres, then someone kicked the crate, he was performing and we lost the sound. Brain Drain - 4 Places of Peace Aku, Chile, if I don't know better than I want. Dundus is enjoying this. The national anthem of Chile? In any case, we
picked up the tag on the air cargo crate and were able to follow it to the Venezuelan embassy by tying us to the floor plan he sent out again. Brain Drain - Location 5 Caracas, Venezuela Engineers have friends in Venezuela, which is where they want to do their in-depth investigation. We hit a plane carrying The Dudas to Caracas, but it's
a tricky thing. We can attack the convoy taking him to the airport, but that's a big risk, or we're just taking the plane out and making sure no one knows what Dundas knows. Edit: Eliminated - $30,000 water supply costs LINKMonrovia, 28 Washington reports, wants us to look at insurance claims. Before you say anything, there's a good
reason - it's for the missing cargo container on the ship bound for the biggest port on the West Coast where it sits, we keep up the radiation track, but the captain swears they never stop and never get up. Bright water - At 2Vancouver, B.C., here's the deal: Someone hacked into the product structure software and put the lost container in
an unbalanced position. Now the captain says that they've tapped love from a fisherman called Diablo Rojo as it comes to shore, think there's something bright water - that's 3Baja California, Mexico Diablo Rojo of what Mexican fishermen call humbolic squid, that says our container has knocked out in Mexican waters, which jibes with the
fact that Diablo Rojo saw the rescue ship lead earlier in the week, but whether the rescue ship was brought in bright water - 4Port of Yokohama, Japan, there was only one ship that matched the radioactive plot course for the container. What looks like loads of software was hacked, too. How do we leave the port and then seize the goods
or stop it dying in the water and let the seizure happen away from the port? EDIT: Seized - $27,500 costCatching fish BIG VIDEO LINK8/23/13 Ft Benning, GA Reports 5 SMI pulls images out of the web, a good match for former agent 3 Echelon missing The footage shows him cage diving with a great great white shark and captain read
Hai! agent named Timothy Goz. I don't think we want him to run away. The good news is that one of his old passports was hit last night; the bad news is that the contrary hit from the system before we got it. Reg Cord Al, we have three characters: YXY, catch a big fish: 3Whitehorse place, Yukon Whitehorse has nearly chased a wild
goose, SMI uses an RFID tracker in his passport to hunt it down, but the guy holds it as a drug mule. Said that his boss bought it from a guy who matched the Gose description in Cape Town, but that the guy insisted on paying cash in the BND had no idea what that was? Catching big fish: Location 4Begawan, brunei surveillance cameras
in Bandar Seri picked up with a couple of SMI unknowns, have replaced the unknown in knowns - they're former UTO Gose must have worked for them, maybe trading them Intel for cash and protection. Now we're following him. This could be his chance to pump him out. Catching big fish: At the location of 5 districts, the Tajikistan State
Department only passed along the word gose to apply for asylum in Tajikistan. He's in the SCNS building under heavy guard, we have two plays here: to dig him out or pass along the ofer that beats the Tajiks' one risk of losing blood, the other risk losing him. Correct: Bribe - $10,000 cost to dark, this mission was renamed: Flip Spy,
please go to a new explanation. That OP might be sipping, too. American Fuel One of the things that SMI is red-flagged is the SOS line from the crew of the tanker at 69W, 12 N. The tanker didn't have a license, and the line just cut off. How raw: At 2Willemstad, curacao tanker was found adrift off Curacao with a full tank The oil they hold
contains nitrogen and asphaltene levels consistent with bitumen, not liquid crude oil. What's more interesting is the origin of this ship is ghost, but someone pays to and load it and who we want and why. How raw: Location 3Irati, Charlie Brazil, raises SMI refinery records, and it identifies most shippers behind oil smuggling Go on the site
and talk to him for 5 minutes and he spilled his guts, but nothing he said was useful, but I grabbed his phone, and that was more useful than that, half of the calls to the numbers indicated that Vizcatan and SMI could work with that raw method: location 4Ayacucgo, Peru, those stove phone stoves were a gift to help. The man who sold all
the goods to his boss, Victor Betancourt, wanted to make Peru, and messing with one step of the oil industry. The question is - now we know it's not related to the engineer doing him do it or we'll take him out right: stop him - $15,000 file cost LINKMalta reported 12 Sam, I've been going through the file surviving from the rollback in
Echelon 3 and I think I'm at Tom Reed's keeping his backup. He called them the Hamilton project and put them in a foreign bank. I think we have to focus on the dead file: 2Hamilton, Bermuda, someone hit us to the file. There are no fingerprints there, but there's one strange thing - traces of dwarf bearclaw pollen, at least that's what SMI
told me it was a dead file: the 3Utah native poppy location is only at a small corner of Utah. Do you know what else is out there? The military compound, we sent people to search the files, but they were moved out of the facility. What they found was that the compound was run by one of Reed's old operatives, and he headed to meet a
man named Felix Arellano on his own lawn. We put the UAV over the meeting and what you know, you cross him twice. Now Reid's man is here, dead files: 5 locations In Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, we found that the authorities in Rio sent their packages to the middle-class player Megiddo, his place was protected, but we had comint to know
that he was going to torture the location of the file of the rolled out of the man. Now we can plant insects in the house, let him cough up Intel and grab it himself, or we can extract the extraction and avoid the risk of Megiddo ever getting it. What?s correct: Extract - $30,000 double agent cost LINKSydney Austraulia Greenland Finland: Give
him Dangle - $xx,000 cost down LINKWinnipeg video, Manitoba 29 report I was monitoring the telemetry on the experimental North Pole UAV flight and so long subject short it went down to about 75 north, 99 miles north. Normally there's no big deal to get it, but there's a sight of sub-Russians poking in the North West Passages, so
maybe we should have been there just in case the drone went down: the location of 2Bathurst Island, Nunavut. The sub ran when we got closer, but there was something strange in the flight record on the drone dropping. It was taken down by an external signal, broadcast by sub and broadcast at 19.1 kHz.Drone down: 3Murmansk,
Russian UAV observed on the Murmansk website shows a significant build-up of just transmission. It has also been a few interesting visitors, including the guy we ID'ed is a former Mahdi Army.Drone down: 4Maysan Providence, Iraq we have a good map of the russian advisory movement over the last three years, including six months
training in Iran right after they brought the US drone down. Drone down: 5 HUMINT said: 'Our guys are hand-picked and pulled out of SADR by engineers who will tell you how long the game they are running. It also means that we get by taking him off the board. We're trying to trick him back here with a fake message from his family, or
we'll see if there's a way to pull him out of the Russians. Correct: Lure - $15,000 costAye in Sky VIDEO LINKMadrid, Spanish reports 23 for some reason Cheyenne Mountain is very interested in satelite new russian maps to be launched next week. Eyes in the sky - location 2Baikonur Cosmodrome, I do not know if Briggs was close to this
bird, but I'm glad he did. Never mind the satellite, there are piggyback components, people add, that looks clear. I don't know what it does, but people mark with the legend KOROLEV 9, do we know anyone named Korolev? Eyes in the sky - Location 3 Korukograd Korolev, referring to Corolif NouKograd, which means VORON SMI
extracted from there, introduces additional commissions on satellites for piggybacking on signals from commo birds, SMI analysis of the details they translate indicates some similarities to Agila-2, but I do not know where that can be done. Eyes in the sky - Location 4Makati City, Philippines Leading Designer in Agila-2 Bird lost 14 months
ago What is voron odds picking him up and keeping him running? The thing is that his wife disappeared immediately after her financial analysis of SMI said she had to divert the line of origin in Moscow just before the hubby went to do some noise about opening the cerrada peurta and disappeared. Eyes in the sky - 5Cordoba location,
Argentina, no luck finding a wife until I had an SMI scan of foodie site Briggs took her home. She didn't find the documents of her ex, but that led her to keep it, NK, Russia - all sorts of people were in; the auctioneer of a guy named Albury who specializes in managing shady clients at tax havens outside Europe.Eye in the sky - at 6Abaco,
Bahamas, the auction is down in the Bahamas. Caldwell might be screaming if we buy our way, but this guy's record certainly isn't for sharing. The alternative is crashing the auction the hard way. Albury must have content on the site, and that gives us a valid opportunity: steal - $20,000 costFalse flag video LINKPhoenix, AZ reports 21
SMI has identified a likely target for recruiting engineers. He's named Yonatan Cruz, and he wants to try to blow up Fortaleza Dal Cerro, we'll take him off the board and replace him with one of our guys, the false flag -- the 2nd Montevideo Uruguay location so far. Engineers have contacted our fake Cruz and they want to know what's
going on. From good faith: they pick a goal and he has to hit it. We don't know the false flag - 3Quito location, Ecuador, we helped our agents double the fake terrorist attack with the help of locals. No injuries and the SMI was matched to the face in the observer engineer sending. We followed him, and Charlie left the keystroke in his hotel
network. We now have his password, which is that ESMERALDA may be a wife or daughter, maybe otherwise, a false flag -- the location of 4Minas Gerais, a Brazilian observer engineer, let us slip in Quito, but thanks to his password, we picked him back up in Brazil. He was in regular email communication with some BELONGER names,
and he sent a large packet of images - images of our attacking agents understood false flags - 5Cockburn locations, Turks and Caicos observers of setting our double agent up. Those emails are going to reporters, and they're the media for exposing American spy agencies blowing things up in South America. Now the article has not been
posted. We can go down the imprint and interrupt the story or hack her laptop and hope she doesn't do a backup. Edit: Spike - $17,500 cost of searching terrorist video LINKRegina, SK reports 9 You'll Love This, Sam, some kids go out to find Bigfoot up on the Olympic Peninsula. They didn't find him a big surprise, but they found what
looked like a cache of nerve gas buried in the forest. Looks like someone was planning to hit the nearest metro area. Finding Terrorists - 2 PlacesEattle, WA SMI We tapped on his phone, but we still translate calls - they're all in Foroyskt.Finding terrorists - 3 locations, clever archipelagos of Manager Sittler's work in microregional language
like that, but smi translation facilities have us a good picture of what to do. She's running through the apprenticeship for spying purposes. The code of the next person named Skansi sotur and that looks like the last. Finding the terrorists - 4Dulce AFB location, New Mexico, the translation of the regulations, but we've got Sittler insisting on
a tour of the government bunker site under Archuleta Mesa in New Mexico. He chose a simple, we'd like to pull him in before the tour or afterwards, that's correct: after - after - it cost $12,000 to flip the video Spy LINK note: This mission was renamed from Chile to Dark.Santiago, Chile reported 102 VORON agents in Chile reached out to
one of our people, offered defects and In South America, SMI provides this high probability of being level. Flip Spy - Place 2 State Water, News Alberta Bad, Sam, our guy's satellite went offline during a meeting with voron agents, police found no trace of the dead man and the Russians were dead. Forensics found one interesting thing -
the pants of the dead had traces of a mineral called Kostylevitce with them. They're talking about high-value prisoners. What the hell is Nerpa? Flip Spy - 4Lake Baikal Russian Nerpa's location, local name for lake leaves, so that's where we're looking. We have hot candidates here on the East Coast and SMI receives signals from OPSAT
inside if you think it's legal. Want to risk it or not: Holding off - the $30,000 price at the LINKKaragandy rush, Kazakhstan reported 25, so DoD has been shifting some experimental gear into the field through Turkmenistan, included in the normal resupply, some of these packages are lost in the path, but we catch the break - the weapon
number matches some of the guns that brought out the dead enemy near Durand Line.Gun Runner: the location 2khar Afghanistan has a lot out of The Intel. We found our guys who moved stolen gear to the Briggs Talibans, hit their offices and scanned their records to me, but all were in the strange code to get this - they said the rest
went. The Land of Trans Gun Runner: Location 3Azawa, Mail, We went into a three-sided civil war. The people who bought in Kandahar died and their gear has been lifted. There's some radio talking. If that's the airport, think of it as a new airport for me and our bargain. Gun Runner: 4Caprivi Strip, Namibia's Ansar Dine's apparently doing
business with the Caprivi revived group, mostly moving guns. They couldn't reverse the stolen gear engineer themselves, but they could sell it to those who could, we tailed the buyer from Mali back to Namibia and he brought us right to hide. That's correct: a $15,000-a-year $15,000-a-pound monster hunting video LINKColumbia, MO
reports 8 factories responsible for one of the key OPSAT elements burned to the ground last night. All possible leads including this: a shell company called Vasa Partners Ltd bought in place two days before the fire, and then it left business. One of the terrorist financiers, Arn Shoberg. He's got about nine houses, but we can take a break.
A guest at one of his recent guests posted a video and you can watch the band. Monster Hunter: 3Seychelles place I go to the place Sjoberg to put a tap on his comms and Charlie says we hit the jackpot. Schjoberg's in trouble, it sounds like she's going to pull something big, and she's going to bump into Sjoberg for operament money,
Schöberg says the money is coming, but she's moving, hunting monsters: 4Lisbon, the Portuguese facial recognition in SMI, choosing Maria-da-Manta out of the crowd at the U.S. Embassy. She clearly casing it. We took her tail to find her. We can send someone in after her now, or we can wait until the transfer passes, then hopefully
along the money route back to the engineer financing man. Let's go in? Correction: See - $10,000 Cost Jam Session LINKSeoul Video, South Korea Reports 11 We Have Some Interesting Information Off North Korea Missile Test Today Passing through japan's largest population center, it could be a coincidence, or it could be anything.
Jam Range: 2Tokyo At the location, Japan has a lot more electronic husk than Toyko, but the signal analysis spits out something interesting. It matches some of our high-altitude atmospheric research projects, especially one in the North Pacific. As close as I can tell, what they're doing here is frying the Northern Lights. The funky thing is
personnel records - there's a guy here in exchange for research from IRGM who disappeared two weeks before NK went down and took a heap of records with him. Maybe he was eaten by a polar bear. Jam Session: Location 4Yaounde, Cameroon, the person who disappeared from HAARP? The real man is still here at the Institute of
Geology and Mining Research. He never went to Alaska. So we've got a fake with missile defense technology and SMI to report on similar flights. Looks like they're as far north as possible. Jam Session: Set 5 years long, Norway, we have a line on the thief. He has a gear with him and he is setting up an auction, taking down the airliner.
of what can be done. We can destroy auctions and pocket some buyers - terrorist groups and rouge state reps - or we can try to create another set and jam. It's risky, but... that's correct: Raid - $20,000 costJba heritage terror LINK Video Link, Kansas Reports 3 Terry Lee, a member of John Brown's Domestic Terrorist Army, disappeared
from Leavenworth prison. JBA terrorism legacy: At 2Kalispell, MT, we parked a drone over the compound and spotted Lee picking up the package. He also calls for foreign numbers, most likely in Africa. Does intercepting some of the calls, including the word Mirabel, mean anything to you? JBA terrorism legacy: Location 3 Mirabel Airport,
Montreal, our man grabbed Lee Airport outside Mirabel with a can marked red mercury. He admitted that he tried to sell it to an old JBA contact flying from Congo as part of a terrorist group called the Takfiri Mafia, saying they were desperate to get their hands on things. JBA terrorism legacy: At location 4Kinshasa, DRC, we have
confirmed the plane, owned by the head of the Takfiri Mafia terrorist group, should have flown from Kinshasa to Montreal but was grounded by mechanical problems. Grimm wants to send Lee to Kinshasa as a victim. But that's the risk of losing the red mercury. What do you call, Sam, right: a trap -- $15,000 costMalaysian video threat
video Louis mo 101 reports someone called the U.S. Embassy in Malaysia and threatened the ambassador's family, especially his son. The boy has a security risk - preferring to part with the local oil elite - but he has not done anything to attract this kind of malaysian threat: place 2Begawan, Brunei gets this - I'm inside a security casino in
Brunei, and the son of an ambassador is like all over this video. They all go on the phone with links to nightclubs in the Fortitude Valley area called Level 7, a club of local-owned gangsters known as Krait, and if you go into a specific area of staff, there are all sorts of things about a new club called Pele. Malaysia threatened: 4hilo place,
HI, was looking late inside Pele - it was in Hilo, and named after a local volcanic goddess. The construction of the company calls the city of destiny - perhaps they know more, Malaysia threatens: 5Tacoma, WA SMI's tells me that the city of the creator's destiny goes for criminal groups in Seattle, Yakusa, Triad and Greit. I'm looking at
slides of their other projects and I see what to look at. Crates of weapons marked KL were moved into one of them. I can't read the rest of the writing - it's in Bahasa Malaysia Malaysia Threat: Location 6Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Bugging Ambassador's Apartment in Kuala Lumpur, having a conversation with Krait, our kids are the ones
behind the threat, we have enough to hit Krait now, or we can wait for a gun and hope for no complications, call nothing right: move - $25,000 cost, The Monkey Monkey LinkDoha, qatar 113 report, normally this is CDC territory, but SMI keeps saying it is important. A tourist from Topeka recently dumped a corpse at the pyramid from an
unknown disease. Analysts say it's highly virulent and involves Marburg - and tourists have actually worked for biotech companies. Monkey Doom: 2Cairo Place, Egyptian Locals have already helped yourself with what is in the men's hotel room. But I tracked his laptop down. Funny things happen if you follow his journey. - You found
evidence of this new disease that stopped all the way, and you know that he's backtracking on the original infection vector of Zaire Ebolavirus.Monkey Doom: 3Yambuku location, DRC was a little recon, and the villagers in Yambuku remember the strange foreigners who went out into the woods with sample bottles. Everyone who goes
with them dies. The best part is that they are separated. Our men went to Egypt to die. Another person kept talking about the reservoir lemur and disappeared and let me tell you they were glad he was gone. Monkey Doom: 4th place Madagascar, so the only lemurs live in Madagascar, right? Turns out there was a whole mess of people
smuggling them off the island and the guy from Yambuku wanted to be in. I hacked his cell phone and turned on the mic, and that's why we heard the sound of him talking about a pickup truck at 2 45 northeast. It's very strange: Monkey punishment: Location 5Mogadisgu, Somalia 2 North, 45 Eastern is Mog. A great place to sell a bunch
of wildlife scourge outbreaks where no one will ask questions. We have a line in buyers, VORON agents with relationships with biological programs. We can't let him get it back to Russia. If we destroy the transfer, it will be noisy, sabotage the plane, then no one needs to know, you call why, why is that correct: sabotage - $25,000 cost, not
Linkfez Video Yellowcake, Morocco reports 19 sources on Facebook just checking in with humint some. I'm taking care of it, but if it's pathetic, No Yellow Cake: Location 2 Niamey, Niger looks like Intel is food Our men went into ambushes and uranium went off the other day. One thing. SMI picked up bounce signals through relays from
the west and split words in Pulaar and Wolof in the background, no yellow cake: 3Nouakchott location, Mauritania showed no signs of delivery through the channel at Ledi, but swept the port city to pick up the radiation track. A material ship was loaded on a boat down south on a course embracing the coast, but they tried to shortcut
across the Cameroon line. They were hit by pirates. No Yellow Cake: The 4Sad Tome location is the closest land for pirates to bring into Cape Verde, but the cargo ship is too big to go unnoticed as it is. Pirates were easy enough to find and they rolled in their employers - engineers said they were paid in the wrong dollar when the ship
sailed west. No Yellow Cake: Location 5Paramaribo, Suriname Para has a port big enough to handle shipping, so we will set up here. The ship's crew was turned off for loyal engineers so we could just sink the ship offshore and bury the cargo in the deep ocean, or we waited until they docked and took it. I'm looking at how their engineers
have their people enter guam and I think shipping has SMI's answer to the model in the shipping that hit the island and it looks like there's a red flag - in the last 4 months 60% of the ship's past had Chi-Lung Kang on their port, the toll was not a coincidence. Power source: 2Keelung location, Taiwan, those ships have passed through
Taipei and all of them have been crewed by the same factor. I talked to that guy, but he cut and officially fled, he was at the office at home and out of the country. There's a lot to answer for. Power Source: Location 3Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam The good news is we found the shipping factor guy you are looking for. The bad news is we
found him six places in the HCMC, but hey, one of the pieces with his phone and his calendar had a whole mess of calls with a guy called Cowherd King, I think someone wanted to shut this man up badly before he gave up his friend. Power source: Location 4Kathmandu Nepal Triangulating place to call and legwork some identify our guy
in Nepal. This guy's connected. He is tied to UCPN (M), which means he may be feeding their recruits to engineers. The easy thing is to just have the police tell the police, but I think we can use this person. Anybody, i' Correction: Infiltration - $10,000 video link costs divided Australia 30 people recently mounted a full attack on several
special action sites around the world. Looks like some rescue effort. Linked to the engineers, all of those were processed through one site in India's Ocean.Prison Break: 2Diego Garcia's location analyzed SMI's comms records that Diego Garcia showed sending short bombs without permission after a key prisoner was transferred. The
encryption key in the bomb is called DODO, but even Charlie has a hard time cracking it. Prison Break: Position 3Port Louis, Mauritius scans the frequency of bomb transmission, while overflying Mauritius finds us a relay station. It seems that this guy worked to stop all operations, including meeting afterwards in a place listed as Darkness
in Arabic.Prison Break: 4Muscat Place, Oman of Muscat, where engineers are putting up these guys. The operator in Mauritius did not know that we hit him, so the meeting was still there. I have a website surrounded. I also have a thoroughly comprehensive operator and ready to be a potential employee. How do we play it right: infiltration
- $30,000 Video Hunting Cost Link8/22/13 Belmopan, Belize Report 4 We're picking up chatter about some men trying to buy high-end rifles on the black market in Belmopan. He was about to meet a man named Sam Lord Strange, God didn't work on any of our databases. Philip, Barbados's pseudonym for the provider established a shop
in Barbados. His business has introduced bad people to others who are not good. I said that because he was dead - the local PD found his place, the trash and his body remained warm, the latest outgoing emails on his account went to the dummy account, but a reference to finding him set up for our guy on dia de la Tradicion.Sniper
Hunt: Position 3Buenos Aires, This Aregentina is developing a model, field officer went to patrol, the arms dealer that our engineer sought to find dead. Our Peruvian dead gunman owns a warehouse in Chimbote that burned to the ground last night. Traffic cam showed trucks loading out of the property before the fire broke out. The same
truck was spotted docking, crates loaded to a cargo ship heading to Newark, we went to the ship, or we could board the ship and tag what in the crate. 16 report looks like people are just trying to hack a large coordinated affiliate base up and down the East Coast. I traced it back to the source, but all I have is that it cana in the trunk of the
Internet and Columbus III. The hack did not come from us or Europe strictly business: 2Ponta Delgada location, Azores thanks to Charlie, we found our hackers: some teenage children. Engineers suck them into hitting the base as a prank. I dipped into discretionary funds and talked them in reverse chopping in their friends. As soon as
they did, we received a message from the authorities in Dos Irmoas talking about a sudden blackout that he thought was a cyber attack. Strictly business: Location 3 Rio de Janeiro Brazil, our representatives recently redeemed themselves. As soon as the blackout happened, They go out in a private place with 276.7 degrees W and her



ID'd plane is with a range of 1500 miles. On the other hand, we can cut a deal with his friends. Pay them to keep him safe and sound in it and let us tap his comms. She thinks that's correct: there -- a $20,000 sub charge hack video LINKGibraltar, Spanish reported 17 SMI pulls from a USN server showing a series of uss drill attempts, and
they have been bold. Predictions show that they're going to hit one of the two big sub bases on the next East Coast. We're going to overtake a possible target. Where: Chopper#2Kings Bay, GA The attack wasn't in Kings Bay, it was in the subs that got through here. I found the benefits they put into the server, but the attacks hit the subs
across the North Atlantic. At least we have a source of signals - Bergen, Alberdeen and Faro all show up pretty much as much. Location: #3Lerwick sub-chopper, satellite imagery of the Shetlands Islands with image enhancement that found a bunker with an antenna off on one of the outer islands. The station staff disappeared, but he
rushed. I gues that means they swam away? Location: Chopper Sub #4Copenhagen, Denmark we found our goal. A cross-reference passport shown at LSI with surveillance footage in Copenhagen narrowed to passengers arriving today. We scoop him up off the road or we can give him some rope and see what the big game is: observe -
$10,000 cost-time video bomb link Cleveland, OH Report 7 His name is Kieran Meylan Doug Commo, suggesting he is going to try to prove himself by taking out aras time bomb Uachtarian.Ticking: 2Dublin place, Ireland, we stopped the bomb, but Moylan crossed town. If we let him run, At the same time, analysis of explosive
components. The timer is a special custom job done by a place called Donegal RF Timer until SMI feeds us otherwise, this is our best leader. Ticking Time Bomb: Place 3Sydney, Australia, well, interesting. A credit card linked to one of Moylan's aliases was used at a hotel in the city of SMI, led us into a securiy camera hotel and had him
have a drink with the guy listed as a contact engineer. The encounter went bad and now Moylan is working - he stole the car and before he disabled the GPS that showed him heading northwest. Ticking time bomb: 4Darwin Place, Australia, looks like Moylan's hiding out with some IRA sympathizers until they smuggle him back in Ireland.
Use SMI to identify his hiding spot or spread the word, we will help him get the engineer's revenge for turning him down if he comes in. Foreign money big bets were put down, no hopers, something like that, we know that some terrorist groups are raising cash by gambling on tight sporting events. Maybe that's what's going on here? So
I'm happy to say that all dog people are clean. Can't say the same for the locals, though, not to suggest about the crowd, and SMI gave me a match in one of the audiences. There is nothing in his file about dog preferences in case you are wondering. I hacked in a simple and wow do these guys with a client list - get this - front group
involved with engineers. They hired Mata to sabotage the competition and all the payments looked originating as strange balboas, right? He has a routine at six local banks. We can pull him off the road and close this operation, or we can focus on his commo and try to track back up the chain with the big fish.
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